Part I is concerned with sufficient conditions for the local uniqueness of solutions of nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations and with necessary and sufficient conditions for the C1 character of general solutions. Parts II and III give applications of these results.
Part I is concerned with sufficient conditions for the local uniqueness of solutions of nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations and with necessary and sufficient conditions for the C1 character of general solutions. Parts II and III give applications of these results.
It is shown, in Part II, that the theorems of Part I imply those of [4; 8] on the local uniqueness of geodesies and on the introduction of geodesic coordinates for a binary positive definite Riemannian metric. In fact, Part I makes possible the extensions of these theorems from 2 to re dimensions and from geodesies to solutions of more general Euler-Lagrange systems.
In Part III, the theorems of Part I are used to prove a theorem of Frobenius, dealing with systems of Pfaffians, under relaxed conditions of differentiability.
I. General systems 1 . All variables and functions below are real-valued. The letter s represents a real variable, a prime denotes differentiation with respect to 5. Also, x is an w-vector and z is an jre-vector; correspondingly, | x| or \z\ is the re-or w-dimensional (Euclidean) length of x or z. Tensor summation convention will be followed; Latin indices i, j, k vary from 1 to re and Greek indices p, v go from 1 to m. The following criterion for the local uniqueness of solutions of nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations will be proved below.
(I) Let f=f(x, s) be a continuous n-vector function defined for |x| <1, \s\ < 1. A sufficient condition for the ilocal) uniqueness of a solution of the initial value problem (2) x' = fix, s) and x(0) = 0
is that there exist a continuous n by n matrix function A = A(x, s) on \x\ <e, \s\ <e for some e>0 such that (I) is an analogue of the standard condition that / satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to x (and is a generalization of that condition when m = 1). One can modify (I) to obtain analogues of the Osgood or Nagumo conditions by requiring, for example, that the continuous forms (4) have bounded exterior derivatives on |x| <e, 6e<\s\ <e, for every positive 0<1 with bounds Mid) for the coefficients of dto satisfying M(9) =o(l/6) as 9-»0. (This last estimate can be improved to M(9) ^ const. 0-1, where const, depends only on A(0, 0) and/(0, 0).) (II) Letf=f(x, s, z) be a continuous n-vector on the (n + l+m)-dimensional set | x| < 1, \s\ < 1, | z| < 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the initial value problem (6)
x' = f(x, s, z) and x(0) = v, in which z is a parameter, have a unique solution x = x(v, s, z) which is of class C1 in all of its variables for small \v\, \s\, \z\ is that there exist an n by n matrix function A =A (x, s, z) and annby m matrix function C = C(x, s, z) such that A, C are continuous on \x\ <e, \s\ <e, \z\ <e for some e>0, A is nonsingular, and the n linear differential forms in dx1, ■ ■ ■ , dx", ds, dz1, ■ ■ • , dzm, Let x = x(v, s, z) exist and be of class Cl for small |i»|, \s\, \z\. It is clear from the last part of (6) that the mapping (v, s, z)->(x, s, z) is one-to-one if | v\, \s\, \z\ are sufficiently small. The first part of (6) shows that this mapping transforms (7) into
where (dx/oV) and (dx/dz) denote the Jacobian matrices (dx'/dvh) and (dx'/dz"), where j, k = l, ■ • • , re and p. = l, ■ ■ ■ , m, respectively.
Since the forms (7) have continuous exterior derivatives, the forms (9) do also; in particular, the vanishing of the coefficient of ds in (9) implies that the partial derivatives with respect to s, (10) (A(dx/dv))s, (A(dx/dz) + C), exist and are continuous;
cf., e.g., [9, p. 351] or the Remark following the proof of (II).
The sufficiency of the conditions in (II) involving (7) when w = l and no parameter z occurs in (6) was proved in [6] .
A somewhat more general situation than that in (II) occurs if x(0)=v, x = x(v, s, z) are replaced by x(so) =», x = x(v, s, so, z). Actually, this case is included in (II) if f(x, s, z) is replaced by/(x, s -s0, z) and z by the (?re + l)-vector (so, z1, • • ■ , zm). Furthermore, (II) is not less general if the parameters z do not occur (for the system (6) can be enlarged to include the relations z' = 0, z(0)=z); but the above form of (II) will be needed in Part III. 2 . Proof of (I). Let the matrix A =A(x, s) be defined, continuous, nonsingular and such that (4) has a bounded exterior derivative on |x| <1, \s\ <1, \z\ <1.
Suppose, if possible, that (2) has two distinct solutions, say x = x(.s) and x = x0(.s), on an interval O^s^e such that x(e)^x0(e). It can be supposed that (11) x(s) 9* Xo(s) for 0 < s ^ e, for otherwise, the interval [0, e] can be replaced by a suitable sub-interval bo, e].
Consider a 2-dimensional surface E -Es in the (x, s)-space parametrized, for OgsgS (ge) and O^^l, as follows: x(s, t) =x(s)t+x0(s)(l-t), s = s. The boundary J -Js of Es consists of the three arcs x = s(s), x = x0(s) for 0^s^S and x = x(S)t+x0(S)(l-t) for 0g< = l. The partial derivatives of the (w + l)-dimensional vector (x(s, t), s) with respect to 5 and t, respectively, are (x'/+x0' (1 -t), 1) and (x -x0, 0). In view of (11) Let Stokes' formula (1) be applied to «=«,• in (5) and E = ES, J = Js-The contribution of the first two arcs of J to the line integral is 0, by virtue of (2) and (4). Hence, it follows from the existence of a bounded exterior derivative dtOj, from (12) and from Fubini's theorem, that there exists a constant such that 3. Proof of (II). Necessity. Suppose that (6) has a unique solution x=x(v, s, z), which is of class Cl tor small \v\, \s\, \z\. Since the Jacobian of x with respect to v is 1 at 5 = 0, it follows that the mapping (v, s, z)-*(x, s, z) has an inverse v = v(x, s, z), s = s, z = z of class C1, say, for |x| <e, |s| <e, |z| <e, with a nonsingular Jacobian matrix A(x, s, z) = (3v/3x) = (dx/dv)~1. Let C=C(x, s, z) denote the matrix product -.4(dx/dz). Since dxk=fkds + (dxk/3v')dv' + (dxk/dz>')dz>', or dx =fds+A~Hv -A-^Cdz, it follows that, with this choice of A and C, to in (7) is to = dv. Hence to has the continuous exterior derivative dto = 0. 4. Proof of (II). Sufficiency. Let A(x, s, z), C(x, s, z) be defined and continuous, A nonsingular and (7), where b=Af, have a continuous exterior derivative for |x| <1, \s\ <1, \z\ <1. Let the exterior derivative of (8) be denoted as follows:
(13) dtOj = otjkidxkdxi + 8jkdxkds + yj^dz"ds + 8jlikdz>Ldxk + €j^dz"dz", where aiki = -ajik, Bjk, Tj>, 53>*, e,>-= -eJKM are continuous functions of (x, s, z). It follows from Peano's existence theorem and from (I) that e>0 can be chosen so small that x(v, s, z) exists and is continuous for |o| £|e, |s| ^e, | z\ ^ €. It will be shown that x(z>, s, z) has a continuous partial derivative with respect to the Mth component zM of z, 1 ^ M^m, say, at a point iv, s, z).
Let z=(z\ ■ • ■ , zm) and z0 = (zx0, ■ ■ ■ , z"), where z"=Zq if U9*M and zm9*Zq. Let x(s)=x(v, s, z) and x0(s)=x(v, s, za) for |s| ^e (and v and z", U9*M, are fixed, \v\ ^e, \s\ ge, |z0| ^«).
Consider a 2-dimensional surface E in the (x, s, z)-space parametrized, Let Stokes' formula (1) be applied to the forms (8) and to the portion of E on which s varies from 0 to 5 and / from 0 to 1. If Cm = (cim, • • •, ckm) denotes the column vector which is the Mth column of C = (cy"), then the left side of (1) can be written as (15) I
where Ax(s) =x(s)-x0(s). The right side of (1) is a double integral of the form
where F = Fm -(fjk) is a continuous, re by re matrix and g = gin(s, t) = (giM, ■ • ■ , gniu) is a continuous re-vector given, respectively, by fjk = 2ajkixi'(s, t)+fijk, gjM=yjM + bjMkXk'(s, t), and the argument of a, /3, y, 5 is (x(s, t), s, z(s, t)).
Let B=B(s) denote the matrix B(s) = I A(x(s, t), s, z(s, t)dt, J 0 and u = u(s) the vector
Then, by the last part of (6),
It follows from the equality of (15) and (16) u' = ( f Fdtj B-'fu -j cMdt\ + \ gdt.
As z0->z, one has x(s, t)->x(s) and z(s, t)->z uniformly in (s, t). Thus, uniformly in s, B(s)->A(x(s), s, z) as za-*z. In particular, if |z0 -z\ is sufficiently small, then B(s) has an inverse and (19) holds. From the expressions above for F and g = gu, it is clear that they tend uniformly to continuous limits, (independent of t), say F° = F°(v, s, z) and g° = g°M(v, s, z), as Zo-^z. Thus, as Zo->z, the initial value problem (18), (19) becomes (20) u' = F°A-lu -F<>A-1cm + g°,
where the argument of A~l, Cm in the differential equation is (x(s), s, z).
Since the linear initial value problem (20) has a unique solution, it follows that (17) tends, as Zo->z, to a limit uniformly in s and that this limit is the solution of (20). This shows that 3x(s)/3zM =3x(v, s, z)/3zM exists and is continuous; in fact,
is the solution of (20).
In a similar way, it can be shown that 3x/3vK exists and that
is the solution of II. Extremals 5, It was shown in [4] that, on a 2-dimensional surface y=y(u1, u*) of class C2 embedded in a 3-dimensional Euclidean (y1, y2, y3)-space, the geodescis are uniquely determined by initial conditions and, in fact, there exist local mappings of class C1 of (re1, w2) into geodesic parallel (or polar) coordinates. (The latter mappings need not be of class C2; [5] .) The proofs in [4] depended on the use of the Gauss-Bonnet formula. It was pointed out in [8] that the arguments of [4] could be modified to show that if
is a binary, nonsingular, Riemannian metric with coefficients of class C1, then a sufficient condition for the local uniqueness of geodesies is that (24) possess a bounded curvature.
If, in addition, the curvature is continuous, then the general solution u = u(s, Uo, u0') of the differential equations for geodesies and its derivative u' with respect to 5 are of class C1 as functions of 5 and the initial conditions Wo, Wo' at s = 0.
The object of Part II is to generalize these theorems in two directions; first, by removing restrictions on the dimensions (of y and of u) and, second, by replacing the differential equations of geodesies by more general EulerLagrange systems of differential equations.
6. Geodesies. Let (24) be a nonsingular, Riemannian metric with coefficients gjk = gjk(u) of class C1 on \u\ <l, where u = (ul, ■ ■ ■ , un); so that the Christoffel symbols T*t of the second kind exist and are continuous. The corresponding initial value problem (27) for a geodesic of (28) has a unique solution u = u(s, u0, Wo') and u(s, u0, Wo'), u'(s, ua, Uo) are of class Cl. 7. Proofs of (i) and (ii). Although (i) and (ii) will be generalized further below, it seems worthwhile to give direct, short proofs for them.
Ad (i). Let (g'k) denote the matrix inverse to the matrix (gjk). The Hamiltonian form for the system in (27) is The forms dyj have continuous exterior derivatives, didyj) =0, while the factors gilyi are of class Cl. Hence (32) has continuous exterior derivatives; cf., e.g., [9, p. 350] . This proves (ii).
8. Extremals. Assertion (i) will be generalized so as to become applicable to problems of extremals for more general parametric problems of the calculus of variations. The following set of conditions on a Lagrangian F will be re-ferred to as condition (f).
(t) Let F(u, u') be defined for u near a given point m = m0, and for all u', where u, u' are re-vectors. Suppose that F and F'-dF/du'', j=l, ■ ■ ■ , re, are of class C1 as functions of (u, u'). Suppose also that F is positively homogeneous of degree 1 in the variable u' (that is, that F(u, cu')=cF(u, u'), where c>0) and that, for (u, u') in a vicinity of a given point (u, u') = (u0, Mq), Finally, let (33) hold for (u, u') = (0, ui).
The notation in (38) is analogous to that in (33). As in §6, y>-will denote the m-vector 3y/du>; the ,uth component of this vector will be written y£. uniquely determined by its initial conditions (u(0), w'(0)) = (w*, re*') near (uo, Uo); furthermore, u(s, u*, «*'), u'(s, re*, re*') are of class C1 (as functions of their 2n + l arguments). 11. Proof of (13). Let K(y, z) be a Hamiltonian function belonging to G(y, y') and X=X(y, y')>0 a corresponding multiplier. It can be supposed that K is of class C2 and that X is of class C1. The equations In order to verify P(w, P"'(m, u')) =0, that is, A(y(w), ziu, Fu\u, u'))) =0, it is sufficient to show that z"(m, F"')=G"(y, y'), where y' = y"iu) and y"' = yliu)uk'. If Vi is replaced by Fi = G"y1^, the first part of (40) gives (C -2*)y{* = 0 for i=l, • ■ ■ , n. Since the Jacobian matrix idy/du) is of rank m, G" -z" = 0.
From (33) and the fact that H, Hv9*0 are of class C1, that P(w, Fu')=0, that the last part of (34) holds follows that the first part of (34) holds and that (35) and (36) are equivalent; cf., e.g., [2, pp. 218-222 ]. In other words, H is a Hamiltonian function of F and X is the corresponding multiplier. In view of P = A(y(«), z(w, v)), the last set of equations in (36) can be written as vi = -XiKy-yi + K'Zi), where z* is the vector 3z(u, v)/3u{ and the argument of X and the derivatives of K are (y(u), (3y/3u)u') and (y(u), z(u, v)), respectively. The first set of equations in (40) shows that yj-Zi = -z-ya. This relation and the last part of (40) show that the last set of differential equations can be written as
Consequently, a solution of (36) is a solution of the system consisting of the first part of (36), u' -XiP = 0, and of (41) where to is continuous, satisfies p\+p\+p\9*0 and has a continuous exterior derivative dco -rxdx2dxz+r%dx1,dxx+rzdxidx2 (so that ri-piy -pit, r2 = piz -p3x, r3 = p2x -piy if pu p2, p3 are of class C1). The integrability condition (42) in this case means that pin +p2ri+p3rs = 0. In this case, (*) asserts that there exists a mapping x->y of class C1 (in a vicinity of x = 0), with nonvanishing Jacobian, transforming co into the form qiy1, y2, y3)dyl. In other words, co possesses a nontrivial integrating factor 1/q in a sufficiently small vicinity of x = 0. It follows from (*) that a sufficient condition for the (local) completeness of (47) is that there exists a continuous, nonsingular, m by m matrix (e^,) such that (45) Satisfies the conditions of (*). This formulation of a sufficient condition avoids the assumption that the coefficients arll in (48) are of class C1. If the forms toi, ■ ■ ■ , tom in (*) are in the normal form (48), the existence of continuous exterior derivatives implies that the arM have continuous partial derivatives with respect to x1, • • • , xm (but not necessarily with respect to xm+1, • • • , x"). In this case, the proof of (*) shows that (*) is equivalent to a theorem ([3] ; cf. also [7, p. 766 ]) on the Jacobi system coi0= • • • =com0 = 0; that is, in the assertion of (*), x = x(y) can be chosen so that xT=yT if r = m + l, • • • , m. In fact, the proof of (*) will show that this can always be realized when the coefficients of (43) are such that 14. The proof of (*) will depend on (II) and on the following:
Lemma. Let x, s, z be as in (II); A =A(x, s, z) a continuous, nonsingular, n by n matrix, C= C(x, s, z) a continuous m by n matrix, b = b(x, s, z) a continuous n-vector on |x| < 1, \s\ < 1, \z\ <1 such that the n Pfaffians be the solution of (6), where f=A~1b, and let e>0 be so small that det (dx/dv) 9*0 for \x\ <e, \s\ <e, \z\ <e. Then the matrix (A(3x/3v))~i(A(dx/dz) + C) is independent of s.
Proof. The mapping (x, 5, z)-*(v, s, z) transforms (7) into (9), where (10) holds. The terms involving dvds and dzMds in dto are -(A(3x/3v))sdvds -(A(3x/3zM)+CM)sdzMds, where the subscript s denotes partial differentiation. At a given point (v, s, z), determine the (independent) variables dv, ds, dz by the requirement that
